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Project Summary Sheet –Outdoor Digital Interactive Poster 

Ref Narrative 

Project Title / Location Digital Interactive Poster – High profile locations UK 

Associated Project(s) 

Parent Sibling Child 

 
Other Major Cities 

Nature’s Racers 
Indoor shop displays 

Project Description 

Create interactive digital poster (in taxis / at bus stops / in shop windows) that 

responds to the browser. The browser gets the message that elephants / rhinos / 

giraffe / lions / pangolin  and so on are being driven to extinction and without action 

the images on the poster start to fade. The browser needs to interact by sending SMS 

text 50p upwards to maintain / restore the picture. 

Expected Impact 

Dramatic, visual action-orientated engagement of the individual showing them 

what happens if they just walk on by but also illustrating how lots of people 

regularly doing something can make a crucial difference. If the concept is proven in 

The UK then an urgent roll out to the countries where tusks and rhino horns will be 

required. Money and awareness raising – hopefully informative and habit changing 

too. 

Why this not something else 

Combines digital interaction with habit changing message and immediate 

gratification for the player/viewer. This could be part of the developmental work 

needed to upgrade and improve our elephant enrichment days to Natures’ Racers 

and gamify the What3Words opportunity (see elsewhere). There will be a whole 

host of applications and location where the finished product can be deployed. We 

need to get the prototype developed and trialled 

Capital Value US$ <1,000 1-5,000 5-10,000 10-20,000 20-50,000 50-100,000 >100,000 

Est Annual Running Costs 

US$ 

Ongoing development costs – but these should be recovered from the money 

generated by this application 

Funding Method(s) 

Hard cash or more likely get software developers to do this pro-bono – that will 

leave the need to cover the cost of materials and renting space (although this might 

also be sponsored at least during the trial period) 

Planning Status Concept Research Phase Feasibility 
Ready to Present 

to Financiers 

Dates 

Start Construction Commission 

Now 200 Days development 
In time for Christmas 

2018 

Notes 

By combining fun with a serious message and going for high volume low value 

transactions this could be a big money spinner for SUF and provide a reliable source 

of income – not least because once proved it can be replicated across the UK and any 

number of other locations and outlets. 

Still Interested? Then click for more information 


